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Abstract—Staking is an essential component in Proof-of-Stake
(PoS) based blockchain systems. While a host of PoS blockchains
have staking schemes in place, the implementations of those
mechanisms are highly customized to meet the needs of specific
blockchains and vary in terms of the offered functionalities.
In this paper, we present EMS, an extensible and modular
staking architecture for PoS systems. EMS specifies a generic
and modular staking implementation framework by applying a
novel bucket-based data structure across different system com-
ponents. In particular, EMS is able to accommodate a variety of
design requirements for staking in PoS systems by manipulating
the optional fields in the bucket-based data structure, thereby
providing great flexibility and extensibility. Our instantiation of
EMS on the IoTeX blockchain further demonstrates its viability
and effectiveness in practice.

Index Terms—Blockchain, (Delegated) Proof-of-Stake, Staking,
Implementation

I. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain is a distributed ledger for maintaining a tamper-
proof record of transactions. Functioning as a decentralized
database, a blockchain is managed by a group of network
nodes in a peer-to-peer manner. One of the primary com-
ponents of a blockchain system is a consensus protocol, by
which the network entities can agree on its current state. Proof-
of-Stake (PoS) [2] is the consensus protocol for blockchain
networks that decides on a block producer according to how
many cryptocurrency tokens a network entity holds. In PoS
systems, staking is an action that network entities lock up
their tokens to be selected as block producers or to endorse
other entities. For building a sustainable PoS system, staking
is an essential process in practice.

The existing approaches for implementing staking mech-
anisms in PoS systems can be roughly classified into two
categories, namely contract-based and protocol-based staking
implementations. In a contract-based implementation [4], a
smart contract is deployed on the blockchain for managing
staked tokens and reward distribution. This approach, while
supporting major staking related operations, is difficult to
realize a slashing mechanism due to the incapability of smart
contracts for misbehavior detection. On the other hand, a
protocol-based implementation [5], also known as a native one,

1This work was conducted during the author’s internship at IoTeX.

realizes all the staking operations on the protocol layer, thereby
facilitating flexible integration with on-chain governance.

We notice that the staking implementations in existing
blockchain projects are highly customized and each project
realizes its own staking, rewarding and slashing processes to
meet specific requirements. A generic staking implementation
architecture, which is flexible enough to accommodate various
staking requirements in practice, is still missing. To this
end, we propose EMS, an extensible and modular staking
architecture for PoS systems in this contribution. EMS utilizes
the protocol-based implementation approach and divides the
PoS staking architecture into four modules, i.e., staking, con-
sensus, rewarding and slashing. In particular, EMS employs
a novel bucket-based data structure across different system
components, which is able to deal with various staking require-
ments flexibly and simplify the implementations of staking
operations significantly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief introduction about (delegated) Proof-of-Stake
and various components in staking process, which is followed
by the description of system and attacker models in Sec-
tion III. Section IV presents the detailed design of EMS. In
Section V, we analyze the security of EMS against several
attacks. Section VI describes the instantiation of EMS on
the IoTeX blockchain. Section VII performs a comparison
among different PoS staking implementations and highlights
flexibility and extensibility of EMS. Finally, we conclude this
work in Section VIII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. (Delegated) Proof-of-Stake

PoW [1] is a traditional consensus algorithm for blockchain
networks where miners compete against each other for pro-
ducing blocks by consuming computational power. To address
the criticism of PoW with respect to energy consumption,
PoS [2] was introduced in which a miner is selected based
on the amount of tokens he/she holds. Delegated-Proof-of-
Stake (DPoS) [3] is a variant of PoS where the consensus is
performed by a fixed number of delegates selected through
an election process. In DPoS systems, a voter endorses a
candidate to become a delegate by staking a certain amount of
tokens and his/her voting power is proportional to the staked
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Fig. 1. A high-level architecture of (Delegated) Proof-of-Stake systems

tokens. While DPoS features a delegate election process, PoS
only requires miners to register in the system via self-staking.

B. Staking, Rewarding, and Slashing

In PoS systems, staking is the action of users locking
their tokens to secure the network. Moreover, the associated
rewarding mechanism incentivizes participants and achieves
the Nash equilibrium [6]. The staking and rewarding protocols
coupled with a token economy are essential to build a sus-
tainable PoS system. To address the theoretical security issue
so-called “nothing-at-stake” [7] in PoS systems, slashing [13]
has been introduced for punishing malicious behaviors and
achieving finality. Slashing requires miners to deposit a certain
amount of tokens that will get slashed if miners misbehave.
In practice, a number of blockchain projects [14], [15], [18]
have realized slashing schemes which vary in terms of the
punished misbehaviors (e.g., double-producing blocks [16],
[18], double-endorsing blocks [14], [16], [18], non-endorsing
blocks [14], non-producing blocks [17], etc.) and the cor-
responding slashing policies (i.e., kicking out miners [14],
[16], [17], confiscating (self)-staked tokens of miners and their
voters [14], [16], [18], etc).

III. SYSTEM AND ATTACKER MODELS

A. System Model

A typical PoS system consists of four components, namely
consensus, staking, rewarding and slashing, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.

• Consensus. This component carries out a process through
which all the peers of the network reach a common
agreement regarding the current state of the blockchain.

• Staking. This component enables users (e.g., candi-
dates and voters) to lock their tokens for securing the
blockchain network.

• Rewarding. This component distributes block rewards
to users (e.g., block producers, candidates, and/or vot-
ers) who engage in the staking process, according to a
predefined token economy model.

• Slashing. This component punishes users (e.g., block pro-
ducers, candidates, and/or voters) for malicious behaviors
by deducting their staked tokens or temporarily kicking
them out, according to a predefined slashing policy.

In a PoS system, a user who is interested in producing
blocks first registers in the system by locking his/her tokens
(i.e., self-staking) with the staking component, thereby becom-
ing a block producer (BP) candidate. Based on the specific PoS
consensus algorithm, a block producer is selected from all the
candidates to produce a block and receives a certain amount
of tokens as a block reward. The block reward is distributed
to the block producer by the rewarding component based on
self-staking information from the staking component. In the
case that the block producer misbehaves during the block
production process, his/her self-staked tokens will be deducted
by the slashing component accordingly.

A DPoS system works in a similar manner as above
except for a voting process realized in the staking component.
More specifically, a community-based voting is conducted to
continuously select a fixed number of block producers for
each voting period from all the candidates that register in
the system. All the token holders are eligible voters who can
endorse one or multiple candidates by locking their tokens
through the staking component. A candidate’s voting power
(VP) is determined by a predefined VP calculation function
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with parameters including the amount of staked tokens, the
staking period, etc. The selected block producers perform
a consensus algorithm to produce blocks alternatively for
a predetermined period. For DPoS systems, the rewarding
and slashing mechanisms might apply to block producers,
candidates and/or voters.

B. Attacker Model

We consider the following three attacks against PoS systems
in our design, which can be thwarted or mitigated by a slashing
mechanism in place. Other attacks, though important, are out
of the scope of this work.

• Nothing-at-stake Attack [8]. In a nothing-at-stake at-
tack, an adversary tries to append its newly created block
to multiple forked branches in order to increase the possi-
bilities of getting block rewards. Since producing blocks
does not cost any physical resources in PoS systems,
it is plausible that the adversary has nothing to lose
by deliberately mining on every fork of the blockchain.
In PoS systems, such behavior can be characterized as
double-producing blocks.

• Bribery Attack [9]. In a bribery attack, an attacker
pays to other miners for working on a specific fork by
endorsing his/her invalid blocks. The bribery attack is also
based on the “nothing-at-stake” problem and becomes
viable provided that the bribe is same or more than the
reward that block producers will get and no slashing
mechanisms are in place in the system. In PoS systems,
bribery attack will cause equivocation such as double-
producing and double-endorsing blocks.

• Liveness Denial Attack [10], [12]. A liveness denial
attack is a form of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks.
In such attacks, a certain number of block producers
refuse to finalize a block, thereby compromising the
liveness property of the blockchain in PoS systems [11].
Especially in Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) based PoS
systems, the liveness denial attack will result in the halt
of the blockchain if more than 1/3 block producers stop
producing/validating blocks.

IV. THE DESIGN OF EMS

In this section, we present the detailed explanation of
EMS, an extensible and modular staking architecture for PoS
systems. For ease of exposition, we describe our design in the
context of DPoS systems.

A. Data Structure

To enable an extensible and modular staking architecture,
we first describe a vote bucket and candidate data structure in
our design. The vote bucket is a data structure for storing user
staking information and consists of the following (optional)
fields:

• Bucket index: an index of a bucket
• Candidate: a candidate name or blockchain address for

whom a voter votes
• Owner: a voter’s blockchain address

• Staked amount: the current total amount of staked tokens
• Staked duration: the duration of tokens being staked
• Create time: the timestamp of bucket being created
• Stake start time: the timestamp of tokens being staked
• Unstake start time: the timestamp of tokens being

unstaked
• Auto-stake (optional): a flag indicating whether tokens

will be re-staked automatically when the staking period
ends

The introduction of vote buckets offers great flexibility to
the staking design. Firstly, a variety of complicated actions
(e.g., transferring staked tokens to another voter or changing
a voting candidate) can be handled in a straightforward manner
by updating certain bucket fields. Besides holding the staked
amount, a vote bucket’s life span can be easily managed using
various timestamp fields, so that a staking scheme is able
to enforce a specific unstake period before tokens can be
withdrawn. Last but not least, an optional field in the vote
bucket can be defined to support additional functionalities
for the staking scheme. For example, one can add an ‘auto-
stake’ field in vote buckets to enable automatic re-staking
after the staking period ends. Such additional functionality
facilitates users to stake their tokens for a longer period and
thus reinforces the network stability.

The candidate data structure, on the other hand, is comprised
of the following (optional) fields:

• Owner: a candidate’s blockchain address
• Name: a candidate’s name
• Total votes: a candidate’s total voting power
• Staking bucket indexes (optional): all the indexes of the

vote buckets that a candidate receives from other voters
• Self-staking bucket index (optional): the index of the

vote bucket that a candidate votes for himself/herself
• Self-staking amount (optional): the number of tokens a

candidate stakes by voting for himself/herself
• Kick-out status (optional): a flag indicating whether a

candidate is on kick-out status

The candidate data structure, which is created on top of vote
buckets, is used to support flexible design strategies regarding
staking (see Section IV-C), slashing (see Section IV-D) and
rewarding (see Section IV-E), by including one or multiple
optional fields.

B. Voting Power

The voting power (VP) of a vote bucket, which is used
for the block producer selection in consensus and reward
distribution, can be flexibly defined based on its multiple
(optional) fields. Here we give a concrete example of the
VP calculation by considering four factors of a vote bucket,
namely the staked amount, the staked duration, the auto-stake
status, and the self-staking status. Given that a user has staked
X tokens for d days, the voting power V of the corresponding
vote bucket can be calculated as follows:

V (X, d, a, s) = T (d ·A(a)) · S(s) ·X, (1)
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Fig. 2. Interaction Diagram of (Self-)Staking Bucket in the Staking Process

where a ∈ {0, 1} and s ∈ {0, 1} indicate whether the bucket
in equation is an auto-stake and self-staking one, respectively.
Three boosting functions T (·), A(·) and S(·), which aim to
incentivize long-term staking, are described below.

• Time based boosting: T (·), which is a time based boost-
ing function for encouraging longer staking duration and
therefore reinforces the stability of network regardless of
cryptocurrency market volatility, is defined as follows:

T (t) =

{
1, if t = 0

1 + (logb t)/100, otherwise
,

where b > 1 is a boosting factor for staking duration and
it can be determined through simulation. T (·) ensures
that the VP grows smoothly with the increasing of a
staking duration. For instance, if we assume that b = 1.2,
a staking duration of 10 and 20 days will increase the VP
by 12.6% and 16.4%, respectively.

• Auto-stake based boosting: A(·), which is an auto-stake
based boosting function for incentivizing a user to lock
his/her stake duration, is defined as follows:

A(a) = 1 + a ·m,

where m ∈ (0, 1] is a boosting factor that can be deter-
mined through simulation. Turning on the auto-stake flag
for a (self)-staking bucket indirectly gives an extension
effect on its staking duration. Therefore, the composition
of functions A(·) and T (·) as shown in Equation (1)
reflects the overall impact of the staking duration related
factors.

• Self-staking based boosting: S(·), which is a self-
staking based boosting function for motivating a user to
become a candidate and participate in network operations,
is defined as follows:

S(s) = 1 + s · n,

where n ∈ (0, 1] is a boosting factor that can be
determined through simulation.

C. Staking
The staking in DPoS systems consists of two steps: i) Users

register as candidates to be eligible for producing blocks via
self-staking in the candidate registration process; ii) Users vote
for candidates by staking their tokens for a certain amount of
time in the delegate election process. To handle these two
cases, we utilize two types of vote buckets in our design, i.e.,
self-staking and staking buckets, respectively. These buckets
are used to calculate the VP for candidates and voters accord-
ing to a predefined function and the accumulations of VP are
then used for the delegate selection and reward distribution.

Fig. 2 illustrates how different components in staking pro-
cess interact with each other as triggered by one of the
following seven actions:

• Create Bucket: This action creates a (self-)staking
bucket;

• Add Deposit: This action updates the staked amount field
in a (self-)staking bucket;

• Restake: This action updates the staked duration and/or
sets the auto-stake status in a (self-)staking bucket;

• Unstake: This action sets the unstake start time field to
the current timestamp in a (self-)staking bucket;

• Withdraw: This actions compares the current time with
the unstake start time and deletes a (self-)staking bucket
if the waiting time meets the system requirement;

• Transfer Ownership: This action updates the owner field
to another user in a staking bucket;

• Change Candidate: This action updates the candidate
field to another candidate in a staking bucket;

In Fig. 2, a user’s tokens will be transferred from his/her
account to a (self-)staking bucket when the user creates or
adds deposit during the candidate registration and delegate
election processes, respectively. The user can also restake
his/her tokens at any time by modifying the staked duration
and other optional fields. Once the staked duration ends and
the user unstakes his/her (self-)staking buckets, those buckets
become unstaked ones. After a predefined unstake period, the
user is able to withdraw all his/her tokens from the unstaked
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buckets and those tokens are transferred back to the user’s
account. The introduction of a system-wide unstake period
aims to enhance the system security as well as network
stability. On the one hand, the unstake period can effectively
thwart adversaries’ attempt to transfer tokens immediately
after successfully attacking the system. On the other hand, it
is also helpful to alleviate the volatility of the cryptocurrency
market to some extent, thereby contributing to the stability
of the network. During the staking process, the user can
always change his/her mind and vote for another candidate
by associating his/her staking bucket with a new candidate.
Moreover, the user can also transfer the ownership of his/her
staking buckets to another user by altering the owner field of
the buckets. Note that the VP of candidates will dynamically
change with tokens flowing in the system, thereby altering the
ranking of candidates accordingly.

1) Candidate Registration: To register as a candidate for
election, a user needs to first create a self-staking bucket.
In order to become an active candidate that is eligible for
receiving votes from community members, a variety of self-
staking policies1 can be realized in EMS. Once the self-staking
bucket is created, the owner can perform various actions on
his/her self-staking bucket except for ‘Transfer Ownership’
and ‘Change Candidate’. Those two actions are not allowed
due to the nature of the self-staking bucket. In EMS, the self-
staking bucket not only indicates that the owner is a candidate,
but also serves as a security deposit to enforce slashing policies
(see Section IV-D).

2) Delegate Election: To elect delegates from a pool of
active candidates, a community member needs to create a new
staking bucket for each active candidate that he/she endorses.
The owner of the staking bucket is able to perform any of seven
actions on the bucket, thereby providing great flexibility for
users during the staking process.

D. Slashing

As illustrated in Fig. 3, EMS is able to accommodate a vari-
ety of slashing policies by leveraging the optional fields in the
candidate data structure (see Section IV-A). More specifically,
the self-staking and staking bucket indexes can be utilized
to slash tokens of malicious block producers and voters,
respectively. Moreover, the kick-out status field can used to
enforce the policy of kicking out malicious miners for a certain
amount of time2, so that they can be replaced by honest nodes.
In practice, blockchain projects choose customized slashing
policies on specific misbehaviors to meet requirements of their
systems. For instance, Tezos [18] only slashes a fixed amount
of self-staked tokens, whereas Polkadot [15] and Cosmos [14]
confiscates a certain percentage of tokens, proportional to the
total votes that a malicious block producer receives, from both
the block producer and their voters. We can see clearly that all
the existing slashing policies can be well supported using the

1For example, a system may specify a minimal self-staking threshold for
a candidate becoming an active one.

2The kick-out duration is a fixed number that can be configured as a system-
wide parameter.

Fig. 3. Slashing Using Optional Fields in the Candidate Data Structure

candidate data structure coupled with different optional fields
in EMS.

E. Rewarding

The reward calculation and distribution depend on the
token economy model of PoS systems. The candidate data
structure in EMS facilitates a flexible rewarding mechanism
with respect to various reward calculation functions and dis-
tribution policies. Regarding the reward distribution, different
reward distribution polices can be similarly handled as the
slashing ones in Fig. 3 by using the optional fields such
as staking bucket indexes and self-staking bucket index in
the candidate data structure. In such way, EMS can support
reward distribution solely for block producers or both block
producers and their voters. As for the reward calculation, the
(self-)staking buckets capture the key information related to
the staking process with multiple fields (e.g., staking amount,
staking duration, etc.). As a result, the VP of block producers
and their voters can be calculated by considering the impact of
different parameters and the block rewards are then distributed
proportionally.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we explain how EMS thwarts or mitigates
the attacks described in Section III-B, thereby enhancing the
security of PoS systems.

• Nothing-at-stake Attack. Since a nothing-at-stake attack
can be characterized as double-producing blocks, it can
be thwarted by integrating proper policies in the slashing
component of EMS for detecting and punishing such
malicious behavior.

• Bribery Attack. In a bribery attack, malicious nodes
work together to create a new fork of the blockchain,
which results in double-producing and double-endorsing
blocks in PoS systems. These misbehaviors can be de-
tected and punished by the slashing component in EMS.
In particular, this attack can be effectively thwarted
provided that the economic cost enforced by the slashing
policy exceeds the benefits received from mounting such
an attack.

• Liveness Denial Attack. A node who launches a liveness
denial attack will not produce or endorse blocks in PoS
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systems. With the support of different slashing policies
in EMS, the malicious node can be either kicked out
of the system for a certain amount of time or punished
by confiscating his/her staked tokens. As a result, the
liveness denial attack can be effectively mitigated or
thwarted.

VI. INSTANTIATION OF EMS ON THE IOTEX BLOCKCHAIN

In this section, we describe the instantiation of the EMS
design using the IoTeX blockchain [20]. Our staking im-
plementation, which follows the high-level EMS architecture
for the DPoS system as illustrated in Fig. 1, is written in
Go programming language and the source code is publicly
available at https://github.com/iotexproject/iotex-core.

The EMS architecture is implemented using three Go mod-
ules, namely a staking module, a poll module and a rewarding
module. While the staking module deals with various actions
manipulating user accounts and (self-)staking buckets (see
Section IV-C), the poll module is responsible for selecting
24 out of 36 delegates to perform the Roll-DPoS consensus
protocol [19] as well as detecting and punishing malicious
block producers via a slashing sub-module. Moreover, the
rewarding module handles the reward calculation and distribu-
tion based on computations of VP (see Section IV-E). Since the
slashing and rewarding mechanisms in the IoTeX blockchain
aim solely for BPs, we utilize two optional fields including
the self-staking bucket index and the self-staking amount in
the candidate data structure for this purpose.

In the IoTeX blockchain, each self-staking bucket is asso-
ciated with a candidate and there is a minimum self-staking
threshold for a candidate becoming an active BP. For creating a
pool of 36 delegates, a voter endorses a delegate by specifying
the staking related parameters (e.g., amount, duration, auto-
stake, etc.) in a graphical user interface as shown in Fig. 4.
Based on the staking parameters, the VP of the corresponding
staking bucket can be estimated as well. Once a staking trans-
action is validated by the IoTeX blockchain, a staking bucket
will be generated and then the voter is able to manipulate this
bucket with various actions as described in Section IV-C.

The slashing policy of the IoTeX blockchain punishes
two types of misbehaviors, namely non-producing blocks and
double-producing blocks. If a BP that is supposed to produce
a block does not fulfill its obligation, it will be put into the
probation status3 for 6 consecutive epochs (i.e., 6 hours).
During this time period, the BP is kicked out from the
consensus group and thus cannot receive the block rewards.
For a BP that double-produces a block, a certain amount of
tokens will be slashed from its self-staking bucket.

VII. COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we compare the staking implementations
of several PoS projects and further highlight flexibility and
extensibility of the EMS design.

3The probation status of a delegate is indicated on the member portal
available at https://member.iotex.io/.

Fig. 4. A Graphical User Interface for Delegate Voting

As shown in Table I, the existing PoS staking implemen-
tations differ in terms of their consensus algorithms, staking
implementation approaches, slashing methods/targets, reward-
ing mechanisms, and unstake periods. Regarding the consensus
algorithms, IoTeX [20], Cosmos [21] and EOS [24] employ
variants of DPoS, whereas Tezos [22] and Polkadot [23]
realize variants of PoS. Except for EOS where a contract-
based approach is adopted for the staking implementation,
other projects all implement the protocol-based native staking
as well as the corresponding slashing mechanisms. While
Cosmos and Polkadot punish both malicious block producers
and their voters, IoTeX and Tezos only slash the self-staked
tokens for misbehaving block producers. In addition, IoTeX,
Cosmos and Polkadot support the kick-out mechanism for
removing malicious miners from the system temporarily. As
for the reward distribution, Cosmos, Tezos and Polkadot are
able to directly distribute rewards to both block producers
and voters at the protocol layer, whereas IoTeX and Tezos
take a two-step approach and use additional software tools for
block producers re-distributing rewards to their voters. Finally,
different unstake periods from 0 to 28 days have been enforced
in the existing PoS staking implementations.

Considering a variety of token economic models adopted
in the existing PoS systems, each project has implemented
a different set of features to meet its design requirements as
shown in Table I. As a general-purpose PoS staking archi-
tecture, EMS can be easily adapted to accommodate various
token economic models of PoS systems. More specifically,
by choosing the different optional fields in the candidate
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TABLE I
A COMPARISON OF THE POS STAKING IMPLEMENTATIONS

IoTeX [20] Cosmos [21] Tezos [22] Polkadot [23] EOS [24]

Consensus Roll-DPoS BFT-DPoS Liquid PoS Hybrid-PoS BFT-DPoS

Staking Native Native Native Native Contract

Kick-out 3 3 7 3 7

Slash Block Producers’ Self-Stake 3 3 3 3 7

Slash Voters’ Stake 7 3 7 3 7

Reward Distribution to Block Producers 3 3 3 3 3

Reward Distribution to Voters 7 3 7 3 3

Unstake Period (lock-up time) 3 days 21 days 7 28 days 3 days

data structure, EMS can support the customized slashing and
rewarding policies as detailed in Sections IV-D and IV-E,
respectively. Moreover, one can define a reward calculation
function flexibly by considering multiple (optional) fields in
the (self-) staking buckets (see Section IV-B for an example).
In addition, the unstake period can also be enforced by
changing the system configuration and leveraging the ‘unstake
start time’ field of a vote bucket. The instantiation of EMS on
the IoTeX blockchain in Section VI has further demonstrated
its flexibility and extensibility in practice.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present EMS, an extensible and modular
staking architecture for PoS systems. We introduce a novel
bucket-based data structure and describe how it can be utilized
in EMS to provide flexible and efficient implementation of
various modules in the staking process. We also analyze the
security of EMS against typical PoS attacks. A comparison of
the existing PoS staking implementations highlights flexibility
and extensibiliy of the EMS design. In particular, our instan-
tiation of EMS on the IoTeX blockchain has demonstrated
its viability and effectiveness for a real-world, PoS-based
blockchain project.
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